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Abstract

This paper proposes a hybrid approach of ontology and image clustering to automatically generate hier-
archic image database. In the field of computer vision, ”generic object recognition” is one of the most
important topics. Generic object recognition needs three types of research: feature extraction, pattern
recognition, and database preparation; this paper targets at database preparation. The proposed approach
considers both object semantic and visual features in images. In the proposed approach, the semantic
is covered by ontology framework, and the visual similarity is covered by image clustering based on
Gaussian Mixture Model. The image database generated by the proposed approach covered over 4,800
concepts (where 152 concepts have more than 100 images) and its structure was hierarchic. Through
the subjective evaluation experiment, whether images in the database were correctly mapped or not was
examined. The results of the experiment showed over 84% precision in average. It was suggested that the
generated image database was sufficiently practicable as learning database for generic object recognition.
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1. Introduction

In the field of Computer Vision, “generic object

recognition” is one of the most important and dif-

ficult topics. Generic object recognition tries to rec-

ognize object in a given image without any con-

straints. Some studies have tried to this problem

with varied approaches 1,2,3. Generic object recog-

nition needs three types of elemental researches:

feature extraction, pattern recognition, and database

preparation. Most of studies toward generic object

recognition focuses on feature extraction and pattern

recognition.

Environments around object and angles of view

are varied for each, even if the same object is taken

in an image. In order to solve this problem, a huge

training image database for various objects must be

prepared. The existing studies often use manually-
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prepared image database for the research as training

database. However, it is hard work to prepare an ap-

propriate image database in general because of the

following three reasons: various concepts should be

covered, huge number of images should be prepared

for each concept, and appropriate labels should be

given to the images. To tackle these problems, Web
image mining has recently been reported 4,5. Each

individual presently uploads his/her photos on social

Web service. Web Image mining realizes to obtain

a huge image dataset from social Web service such

as Flickr∗6. These studies about Web image min-

ing directly use the tags given to images on the Web

service as the labels. The tags are generally given

by multiple Web users including the poster, thus it

might be appropriate as a general intuition. How-

ever, inappropriate tags are sometimes given, e.g.,

coined terms and meaningless strings. The existing

studies remove these noisy tags based on statistic in-

formation for tags and images; semantics and visual

features are not taken in the consideration.

This paper proposes an approach for generating

hierarchical image database from Web image shar-

ing service, that is huge and semantically stratified.

The proposed approach consists of ontology and im-

age clustering with image features in a hybrid. On-

tology verifies the tags given to images on Flickr

as reasonable, and constructs the hierarchical struc-

ture. And, the image database becomes conceptual,

e.g., “Animal” is the hypernym of “Dog” and “Cat.”

Moreover, images for each tag are clustered based

on Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with image fea-

tures. Then more appropriate images for the tag are

detected; noisy images are estimated and removed

from the database.

2. Related Work

Some studies have generated a huge image database

from Web 7: that is, Web image mining. Noise im-

ages are included in the dataset automatically col-

lected from Web. Thus, it is inefficient for learn-

ing to directly use such a database. From this

fact, the existing studies subjectively prepare about

10 keywords. It is reported that the effectiveness

of gathering images from Web increases by using

the subjectively-prepared keywords as queries. Fer-

gus et al. achieved 58.9% precision in gathering im-

ages from Web for the given 10 keywords 5. How-

ever, the keywords are prepared by humans, and the

keywords are directly used as labels for images; the

semantics and appropriateness of the labels are not

commented on.

The recent studies used general labels from

knowledge such as WordNet 8 for Web image min-

ing. Torralba has hierarchically mapped 80 million

images from Web based on WordNet 9. The Tor-

ralba’s method does not remove noise images, how-

ever, showed relatively high accuracy on generic ob-

ject recognition. From the Torralba’s study, it was

confirmed that hierarchic image database was effec-

tive for generic object recognition. Deng et al. pro-

posed Imagenet 10, in which images obtained from

Flickr were hierarchically structured based on Word-

Net. Since noise images were manually removed

from Imagenet, so it was too costly to structure and

expand the dataset. These studies structured hier-

archic image dataset using knowledge. However,

it has been remained on using concepts in knowl-

edge as queries. It is impossible to find Web image

mining while removing noise tags and images using

both semantic relation in knowledge and visual fea-

tures.

3. The proposed approach

For constructing an effective image database, both

“semantics” and “appropriateness of images” should

be covered. To realize these tasks, the proposed ap-

proach consists of two differential techniques in a

hybrid: Web intelligence and pattern classification.

The procedures of the proposed approach are

shown as the follows;

1. Images on Flickr are searched with the tags in

an ontology as queries.

2. Effective tags for structuring hierarchy are se-

lected with an ontology.

3. Noise images are removed with GMM-based

clustering for each tag.

∗http://flickr.com/
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The proposed approach removes noise tags based

on semantic relation between queries used for

searching images on Flickr and the tags given to

the searched images; these mean the above 1) and

2). And then, noise images are removed using im-

age clustering with visual features for each tag; this

means the above 3). Detail on the procedures will

be described below.

3.1. Hierarchically-clustering images
corresponding tags to ontology

This subsection details the step 1) and 2) in the pro-

posed approach. The details about these steps have

been described in our previous work 11. Thus, this

paper briefly explains the general description.

This paper uses Flickr as a source of images. Im-

ages on Flickr can be searched with given queries.

The poster gives some tags to an image to sug-

gest contents of the image. Images are searched

with a query that equals class label on an ontology,

i.e. search class. Ontology is knowledge structure

which consists of concepts in a real world. In this

paper, DBpedia 12 is used as an ontology, which is

automatically generated from Wikipedia and covers

varied concepts. Using the ontology, relation among

concept (e.g., ‘dog’ is a ‘mammal’) can be recog-

nized. When a concept A is a hyponym of another

concept B, it is founded that “A is a B;” that is called

as “IS-A relation.”

The searched images have various and many

tags. However, the tags are sometimes inappropriate

for the image, e.g., meaningless strings and coined

terms. These tags may be noise to structure concep-

tual hierarchy, and should be removed based on the

semantics. At first, tags are verified with concepts

in the ontology. The tags that does not correspond

to the concepts are removed because it is likely to

be coined terms. Introducing the idea of IS-A re-

lation, it is determined whether the remained noise

tags are removed or not. If a tag does not equal the

search class or does not have IS-A relation with the

search class, the tag is removed as noise. For exam-

ple, in case of an image that is searched with a query

“animal” has tags “animal,” “dog,” and “bazooka,”

then both “animal” and “dog” are remained as ap-

propriate tags; “animal” equals to the search class,

and “dog” has a IS-A relation with the search class

“animal.” Then, images are mapped on hierarchy

(i.e., an ontology) according to the remained tags

while the remained tags are used as labels for im-

ages. However, Word-sense and personal-name dis-

ambiguation are not resolved, these would be our

future work.

3.2. Noise images removal by GMM-based image
clustering

The images for each tag should be verified whether

the contents of the image are appropriate for the la-

bel or not. The details about image features and the

procedures to remove noise images will be shown

below. This paper uses Fisher Vector 13 as image

features, and removes noise images based on GMM-

based image clustering.

For nth image, V -tuple SIFT features 14, which

is shown as XXXn = {xxxv
n,v = 1,2, · · · ,V}, is calcu-

lated with grid sampling. Where, V is determined

by interval and scope for extracting features, and

the image size. As N shows the number of images

in the database, V ∗N SIFT features: xxxv
n are calcu-

lated from the database. As clustering all xxxv
n in the

database into K classes with GMM clustering, the

centroid: μμμK , the variance: σσσ K , and the mixing co-

efficient: ωK are obtained, where K means the num-

ber of Visual Word for Bag of Features. Then, the

obtained parameters of GMM are used as the Visual

Word θθθ of Fisher Vector as the follows;

θθθ = (ω2, · · · ,ωK ,μμμ1, · · · ,μμμK ,σσσ 1, · · · ,σσσ K)

= (θ1, · · · ,θA), (1)

A = (2b+1)K −1,

where b shows the dimension number of SIFT fea-

tures, and each σσσ K and μμμK is respectively calculated

for each SIFT dimension.

From V -tuple XXXn for an image, score function:

sss(XXXn|θθθ) is calculated with reference to gradient vec-

tor for θθθ as the following equation;

sss(XXXn|θθθ)=(
∂ log p(XXXn|θθθ)

∂θ1
, · · ·, ∂ log p(XXXn|θθθ)

∂θA
)V. (2)
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Table 1. Statistical information about the generated hierarchic image database for labels that have
more than 100 images.

Number of images whose label

has more than 100 images 22,882

Number of terminal labels in which

more than 100 images were gathered 84

Number of all labels in which

more than 100 images were gathered

(including hypernyms of terminal label as labels) 152

Average number of images for each terminal label 272

Fisher vector concerning nth image: gggn is ob-

tained with sss(XXXn|θθθ) as the follows;

gggn =
1

V
LLLθθθ sss(((XXXnnn|||θθθ))). (3)

Applying L2 norm and power norm to gggn, GGGn is cal-

culated and assumed as image features for nth im-

age.

As clustering images for a label l into C classes,

the mean of each class: mmml
c is obtained as the follow-

ing equation. Then, let Il
c be the number of images

for class c whose label is l, and images for a class c
is represented as {GGGl

c,i, i = 1, . . . , Il
c}.

mmml
c =

1

Il
c

Il
c

∑
i=1

GGGl
c,i, (4)

c = 1, · · · ,C.

And, the mean vector for GGGl
i concerning all images

for label l: MMMl is shown as follows;

MMMl =
1

Il

Il

∑
i=1

GGGl
i. (5)

The Euclidean distance between each mmml
c and MMMl ,

that is dl
c, is calculated as the following equation;

dl
c =

√√√√ A

∑
j=1

(Ml
j −ml

c, j)
2, (6)

where j means the index of vector dimension in θθθ .

Whether the images in class c are correct or noise

for a label l is determined as follows;

GGGl
c =

{
Correct images (dc <= T),

Noise images (dc > T),
(7)

where, T shows the threshold. Here, the threshold T
is defined as follows;

T =
1

C

C

∑
c=1

dc. (8)

If the class has large Euclidean distance to the

average of dc, images in the class is more likely to

be noise for the label. That is, minority images for a

label l are removed as noise images with this thresh-

old.

4. Experiments to Generate Hierarchic Image
Database

As of the experiments, 518 classes in DBpedia,

which was an ontology used in this paper, were pre-

pared. Less than or comparable to 4,000 images

were obtained from Flickr for each query in a sin-

gle search. SIFT features were extracted from each

local point while window size for extracting local

features was 16px and extraction interval was 8px.

An image was expressed as Fisher Vector with num-

ber of visual word: K = 512. Only images whose

label had more than 100 images were classified as

the experimental setting.
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4.1. Generated image database

TABLE 1 shows the statistical information about

the generated hierarchic image database for only

the labels that had more than 100 images. Fig. 1

shows the hierarchic structure of the generated im-

age database, only some parts of the structure are

expanded. It was confirmed that the generated im-

age database had semantic hierarchy, e.g., T hing−
Species−Eukaryote−Animal −Mammal.

Fig. 3 shows examples of images in the gener-

ated database. It was suggested that generic and

appropriate images corresponding to label were ob-

tained from Web without human. Especially, for

even ‘army’ and ‘fencing’ which were abstract and

not objects but matters, images were appropriately

gathered in the database.

4.2. Discussions about noise removal along with
the steps in the proposed approach

The progress of the image database generation is

discussed along with the steps in the proposed ap-

proach: removing noise tags with IS-A relation on

the ontology, and removing noise images by using

GMM-based image clustering.

TABLE 2 shows the transition of statistical infor-

mation about the tags for each procedure. As shown

in TABLE 2, only 835,598 out of 1,603,542 images

had tags corresponding to concept on an ontology:

that means about half of all images had only noise

tag. Through removal of noise tags with IS-A rela-

tion on the ontology, the dataset finally had 47,910

images. Fig. 2 shows examples of images for ‘cat’ at

this point. In the figure, images about not only ‘cat’

but ‘tiger’ and ‘lion’ were included in the image set

whose label was ‘cat.’ ‘Tiger’ and ‘lion’ were se-

mantically similar to ‘cat,’ therefore these noise tags

remained slipping through the tag filtering with the

ontology. These noise images would be removed by

GMM-based image clustering, whose progress will

be shown in detail below.

work
topical concept

time period
species

place

name

mean of transportation

language

holiday

Food

event
ethnic group

drug
disease

device
currency

colour
chemical substance

celestial body
Biomolecule

anatomical structure
agent

activity

Thing

person

organisation

trade union
sports team

sports league
political party

non-profit organisation
military unit
legislature

government agency
educational institution

company

broadcaster
Band

sports manager
scientist

royalty
religious

philosopher
monarch

fictional character
criminal

cleric

athlete

astronaut

artist

television station
radio station

broadcast network

record label
airline

university
scuola

soccer club
cycling team

writer
musical artist

comics creator

wrestler
tennis player
soccer player

saint
Christian Bishop

soccer manager

eukaryote
bacteria

plant

fungus

animal

reptile
mollusca
mammal

insect
fish

crustacean
bird

arachnid
amphibian

moss
green alga

ginkgo
flowering plant

fern
cycad

cultivar (cultivated variety)
conifer

club moss

music festival
military conflict

convention

train
space station

ship
locomotive
automobile

aircraft

Fig. 1. Hierarchic structure of the generated image

database.

Fig. 2. Examples of images for ‘cat’ before step 3) in the

proposed approach.

Through GMM-based image clustering, 7,259

out of 30141 images were detected as noise image

and removed. Finally, as shown in TABLE 1, 22,882

images were gathered in the database as appropri-

ate images. Figure 4 shows examples of appropriate

and noise images for ‘cat’ and ‘carb’ detected by the

proposed approach. As shown in the upper part of

the figure, it was confirmed that most images about

‘lion’ and ‘tiger’ were removed as noise images for

‘cat,’ though few noise images are remained. In the
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‘dog’ ‘crab’

‘elephant’ ‘man’

‘fencing’ ‘army’

‘lizard’ ‘spider’

Figure 3: Examples of images in the generated database: images for ‘dog,’ ‘crab,’ ‘elephant,’ ‘man,’ ‘fencing,’

‘army,’ ‘lizard’ and ‘spider.’
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Table 2. Transition of statistical information about tags for each procedure.

Number of images Number of the

kinds of tags

Average number of

tags for an image

Originally from Flickr 1,603,542 612,727 15.01

Tags are verified with an on-

tology

835,598 30,250 3.85

Noise tags are remove with

IS-A relation on an ontology

47,910 4,872 1.55

similar manner, as shown in the lower and in the

center of the figure, noise images for ‘crab’ were re-

moved; these images were about meals using crabs

as ingredients. However, images in the lower and

in the right of the figure were wrongly removed as

noise images for ‘crab.’ It could be said that the both

correct and wrong detection for ‘crab’ should come

from a same reason: the background color. The pro-

posed approach considers not only object but also

background as visual features for image clustering.

The wrong detection was viewed as a negative effect

of this characteristic.

5. Evaluation of the generated hierarchic
image database

The image database evaluation experiments were

conducted. The relationship between contents of im-

age and the label was subjectively evaluated by hu-

mans. In the experiments, 13 kinds of labels were

selected. 25 participants evaluated images for the

each selected label whether the image was appro-

priate for the label or not. The image, that over 13

participants evaluated as appropriate for the label,

was assumed as a correct image for the label. Then,

precision is calculated as follows;

Precision =
Positive

All
, (9)

where, Positive and All each means the number of

correct images for a label and the number of all im-

ages that the proposed approach detected as appro-

priate for the label, respectively.

TABLE 3 shows the results of the evaluation

experiments, where the precisions before step 3)

are also shown at the second column for reference.

From the third column of the table, it was confirmed

that over 80% precisions for most labels. It was

reasonable to say that the image database generated

by the proposed approach was sufficiently usable

as learning database for generic image recognition.

However, for ’earth’ and ’green,’ the precisions were

significantly low in compared with other labels. One

of the reason of this might be that these labels were

quite abstract and unexpectedly corresponded to var-

ied things. For example, images for earth as a planet,

garbage, and nature such as a forest were labeled as

’earth’ in the database.

In order to confirm the effectiveness of step 3) in

the proposed approach, that is GMM-based image

clustering for removing noise images, let us focus

on the second column of TABLE 3. Comparing the

second column of TABLE 3 with the third of the

one, it was confirmed that the precisions increased

for most labels. These facts suggested that remov-

ing noise images was effectively functioned for high

precision.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposed an approach to automatically

generate hierarchic image database using an ontol-

ogy and GMM-based image clustering in a hybrid.

Using an ontology, the proposed approach automat-

ically determined queries for searching images on

Web, which the existing studies have prepared by

heuristics. Then, wrong and unusable tags given

to images were removed by referring IS-A relation

in an ontology. Moreover, images for each label

were verified whether the image was noise or not

with GMM-based image clustering. That is to say,

the proposed approach consists of techniques on two
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Images estimated as

appropriate for ‘cat’

Images estimated as

noise for ‘cat’ (1)

Images estimated as

noise for ‘cat’ (2)

Images estimated as

appropriate for ‘crab’

Images estimated as

noise for ‘crab’ (1)

Images estimated as

noise for ‘crab’ (2)

Figure 4: Examples of images estimated as appropriate and noise for ‘cat’ and ‘carb.’

differential fileds in a hybrid; Web intelligence and

image processing.

The results of the evaluation experiments showed

over 80% precisions as the relation between image

contents and the label was appropriate. This fact

suggested that the hierarchic image database gen-

erated by the proposed approach can be an image

database for generic image recognition. Through

the discussions about each step in the proposed ap-

proach, it was confirmed that the each process effec-

tively functioned.

To evaluate actual effectiveness of the generated

image database in the filed of image processing, the

database will be applied to generic image recogni-

tion in the future. The effectiveness of the gener-

ated image database will be compared with the other

image database, e.g., Caltech-256 15 and PASCAL

VOC 16. Also, Word-sense and personal-name dis-

ambiguation in the verification of tags will be our

future work.
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